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1.

as you play
role

unlock characters
unload

mix switch serve
long my ex

vicious not in anger my o
backhand natural myopia

power monogamy
gaming
gamine

simultaneous release

start to pause paw

hit – loss – blue
slice envy

ball control stick stick

balls
ba|lls ills

losses Turler
Turing bell

bells
be|lls

be ill (perverse) sick sick
cancel self
make left
unhanded
handle move characters

stage



2.

excite bi|ke Nike, goddess
of the shoe
fetish or at least the shoe
and shod
easily topple-able bi-

key, hinged switch
unlock

you have a motor
rev revise
rrrr shoom we used to turn ours upside down

& pretend they were ice cream machines

bending, fripping shift the land
exhausting, craving at its best
breathing

hard

racing? “It’s all in the timing.”
motor – fire
motor cross

turn characters land ground
adjust trappings motor timing
break

slide drift dry fit
sli|de afternoon delight

(skyrockets)
turbo
toggle
adjust angle angle sounds so cool

take a picture & post it
display

stunt stint slint (perverse) dis|play
see stunt they’ll pay my gull, my

girl

control tricks repetition, timing

control stick
steer



3.

cart before the hoarse reader-aloud screamer
hearse

put pedal to metal
petal

tread on me treadle

trample run rumple trammel
pummel pommel horse bourse boor

horrors whores
Horace

ply ample tumbrel rumble hunger
bounding, bouncing boulder embolden, role roller

maple syrup is so sticky and all over you
“pour some sugar on me”

swimming hole
muddy puddle
oil slick
Grace Slick

warm leatherette…

sugar wax is edible, holds a higher heat

race familiar faces
stereotype
bi|ke

four track recorder
reorder

progressive
sound circuit, circus tour

Bread & Picadilly

piccalilli

you’ll have to dodge

turnpike

fogbound

move curser cursor course
screamer cursory

cuss puss
accelerator her axel



uses items for
spread eagle

wingspan
handspan

music loudness covers what

bedspread
rubber sheet slide

jump jumble jam
also sticky strawberry
bury

your face, efface, effect

mummify, enrap
(rapture)

dash board
mixing board

(electrical panel)
item switch
switch, which witch whips with which

paddle?  damper her
dampen

steers her



4.  

paper
all star sticker stick image

stick “I’m sticking with you”
numchucks beater

scramble

sequel deliver the same in
subsequent order deliteful extended remix
of the senses, derangement of the
same cast, characters expected, starred, 
star turn, staged battles and intricate

puzzles from the original sensorium

scroll text crawl cull scholar holler
collar loll lull sully tally-ho

jump skip skim
anything you / want

scroll use like a menu spin

sin scroll men, status item select

perform special ability
control movement paper scroll



5.  

super smash h it it hit
monster mash
truck rally
top box office

studden glam fest

slam
spiked

to a place never seen before
scene
scening scenic route

look at that view

the ring
I think it’s not around
his finger

weak attack tactic attitude rat-a-tat-tat

special attack addict
endorphin habit habitué

shield the cervix from the
taunt
grab, drop shunt
jump

I jumped his bad to the bone
the first phrase in Latin I looked up

their brothers
brothel

you (my brothers and sisters)
bother

& hot



6.

embrace
embark on utter chaos

hydrotherapy
water sports water torture
fluid dynamics

bracing ocean spray
racy tweaked-out cruisers

tricked-out
goddamn jet skis

pump adrenaline 
accelerate desublimation

desalination plant
utter “chaos
okay?  K-O care.
Hokey cousins.”

pumping art into praxis
appropriate propriety, proper property,

apropos
boost

adrenaline from stealing
in-store camera
three way

mirror
view

two too low



7.

arcade

remember the days
archaic

torso attic

storage
revisit titles “do not appear on receipt”

history

right in your – room –
private content

hunt = spies
under what “in the house of love”

room
hotel heart break
control pad

six classic

joy stick
stock(s)



8.

rush bash
extreme vehicle, mystery

a dozen keys
bi|ke

cans
can, your where?
can-can

rocket set through the paces
your race circuit

unpredictable tracks
racks, spills, wax, oils
gas
about blues
reverse while pressing

downshift
downshaft

downbeat



9.

boarding
whether you’re sticking
the pipe
or air a raging blizzard
of moves storm action

checking
nose clean?
grindstone?

tricks
tuck

see behind
control = direct
rise

wry idle why I’d
wide-eyed, pie



10.

pull out your iron
join celebrities

realistically rendered
old pro

this game for you

swing
placement

ball, stroke
zoom camera

directionirruptionirritation
control club

control ball



11.

museum
class jewel denial

galaxation
compilation of just sex

pole position without dialog to slow you down

dig it
I knew that you could

shoot move show you lots
options shift
insert credit creed ditto

edit



12.

doctor

are you diagnosed?
dosed diagonal digressive
Diogenes diodes gnosis

closed

puzzle cure controllers notice events symptoms
complexifying for their pawns, intercept, supercede
round after round pawn default behavior

mode fun function

prod rotate

move capsules
ghost when troubled by a revenant

touched or damaged

no control

medicine treatment



13.

ready to rumble check relevance
tremble, trouble

flashy style fan decoration when it’s destroyed
in your face

right body blue
body

control fighter cursor talk dirty, talk trash

block block

jab dance dodge



14.

beat party game
select, roll base actor, character attributes

a tribute to method
crystal

back out, untriggering usually by untouching

see partner switch
see previous partner swap see next partner
history future devine oracular

heckle and jeckle, two gracles
cackling and clucking touching does nothing

does notify

when it makes an actor spawn
during turn rotation, not translation
view map

players
control character touching actors is very fast
human players control, whole, write sequences

one/inter/active

inventory of actors that’re objects, carried



15. 

crystal shards inventory, suspecnded
amazing power

swallow duck bird
fly teleport looses attachments

attached, bound

characters, players
inhale, exhale
lift
lift partner they continually accept

attempt to stand alone
stretch

power star
control seed

used teleport when used



16.

rogue squad
squash squalid squeamish

squealing

mates & fake on

more than one
skill & daring

-do
control perspective

switch look around
pick and thrust

thrust thrust thrust
thirst trust tryst truest
monotony money

fires primary weapon
ex/change fire

switch, roll
activate special mode

control controls



17.

crimson colored free for all
free fall distanciation

eye-popping
gore ooze juice
control directs character

run



18.

wave “art whose ebbing foam”
wet suit
birthday occasion
nude “pure relations” catharsis

get ready to pulse

back and forth and around
and through “as wet as they come”

open ocean
gravely deviant gravity gravid

throttle bottle without the clutter

throat of plt

control steer ride
scull



19.

snaps
click click click

picture
best shots skills kills ills
caught

space is the place
lace

throw take pick angle
degrees face forward

face is a space
play poke prod erase

look, gaze public
control look



20.

virtual realistic simulation
zoom zaum

quick overhead
straight shooter
stroke stick tracking…

move cue vacuum
vocal
venue

view mode fashion
cue ball

tip soft

supple
cup

replay ripple effect
represent aim mode

style



21.

six sick stories
dark caves search

carves journey
quest Johnny

spelunker

craves curves

gloomy piles
of stone

stolen trees shrubberies

the dreaded baby
shoot eggs search

jump and pound the ground
place
your body

technique
sniff



22.

age old arcades
quest to save
fool cruel opponent

opposite
you

reptilian lounge lizard
flunkies hazard

yes men
brothers

duck, crouch bird throw

pan moves visible
change zoom

stick character
charity Christian Brothers

“sherry in a glass”



23.

future world of space
made by annihilating aliens

others
me

alien sea
see

concrete canyons Manhattan Tokyo
radical space body
fire issues

smart bombs
is a trick like a shooter
TILT

turbo response
magazine zaum

control vehicle

poem space
mine



24.

the new challenge
looking out for a new renewable
travel the world

man

womb-man

play with new
fire

play options
play goal

play increase tax play

“what is the clock” (adds tension)
rotate like a clock

new news
is time-sensitive

put place at bottom

swap
sweep clean
seep sip



25.

universal
world traversal tour

man-munching
“mansickness”

badly behaving

hiving drones
mutate mayhem

change
aliens exterminate
kick moves

not used

move yourself,
control

tandem or concatenated, bound in chains



26.

ox response
hug kiss
blistering strategy hot blasts

firy finish
variety

“stuff you can’t get your wife to do”
use your unique

union
bank unison

lap dance display
pole position call ex

bust boost
all oral, oracular

air kiss



27.

soar and win
sore contra switch perspective

master tests “where is the camera?”
texts I

aloft aloof

updraft full fool frontal
skirt
seven year

earn wings waiting in the wings
room

controls vary remote wheel joy

control controls
direct (current) DC

alternating kills Edison
conduct (electricity)



28.

ocarina
mythology

explore inexperience just female performers
prurient sense spelunker

tour spiel 

cameratalk
to newel post

newt
new t best vignettes

item
sword spin shield

move link move horrors



29.

gauntlet game
intense selection “nothing but what you are looking for”

hoard power lock onto
power-up, rev latch chastity

for holding objects together

for transmitting power
use item chain link
perform major control time

attack = select
locate mask power conceal magic
bestow new shape & size

control look



30.

push your mind
force

match modes
virtual virtuous tenuous vibe

view movement angle

remove advantage vantage vatic
watch position outrageous

pick & place
space replay
backup

pieces
control places


